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Abstract –We report amplified, transmitted light intensity, compared to input, when photosyn-
thetic biofilms were placed in the path of Rayleigh scattered, monochromatic light. Enhancement
spectrum shows peak at around 505 nm, which corresponds to the pore wall thickness in biofilm
ultra-structure, suggesting role of resonant Mie scattering. Enhancement factors di↵ered when
biofilms from di↵erent stages of growth were used. Enhancement factors were found to depend
on the nature of Rayleigh scattering liquid. Polarizing Rayleigh scattered light by the use of po-
larizers a↵ected the percentage of enhancement. Amplified output is achievable with constructive
interference arising out of coherent forward light scattering, a theoretically predicted outcome of
Anderson localization of photons. Possible uses of photosynthetic biofilms in organic material
based photonic devices have been discussed.

Introduction. – Biofilms are well-organized aggre-1

gates of microbial cells found in diverse habitats. Some2

of the most functionally important biofilms are photosyn-3

thetic since they provide pointers for e�cient solar en-4

ergy harvesting [1]. Microstructures of biofilms have been5

found to be optimized [2,3] for light capture functions. A6

mentionable attribute valid for a wide variety of biofilms is7

the fractal distribution of their component cells [4]. There-8

fore it needs to be noted that biofilms may be looked9

upon as a 3-dimensionally organized distribution of Mie10

scatterers [5, 6], with scatterer dimension comparable to11

wavelength of incident beam.12

Our attempted investigation of transmittance of light13

through biofilms revealed some anomalous aspect of light14

intensity in the forward scattering (FS) direction. Usu-15

ally a decrease of light intensity (at � � = 0) is expected16

if a media is placed in a light path (unless it is a gain17

medium as in random lasing). The fact that optical prop-18

erties of biofilms have special status owing to the presence19

of dense matrix of exopolymers has been pointed out by20

earlier workers [7–9]. The earliest mention that photosyn-21

thetic biofilms can have special optical properties was fron22

Losee and Wezel [10]. However most literature, is regard-23

ing the light attenuation through such biofilms. The other24

intriguing aspect like wavelength [11] and/or polarization25

dependent amplification of scattered light [12] have got26

little attention in earlier literature.27

The present paper reports for the first time, en- 28

hanced light transmission, compared to input, through de- 29

pigmented biofilm of photosynthetic bacteria. The mecha- 30

nism of such enhanced transmittance, is described in terms 31

of coherent forward scattering, which has been theoreti- 32

cally predicted for strong Anderson localization [13, 14]. 33

Rayleigh scattered input has been observed to be an im- 34

portant determinant in such enhancement. 35

Results. – Biofilms of photosynthetic bacteria 36

Rhodobacter capsulatus were grown on both sides of glass 37

cover slip (see Methods) and treated with methanol in 38

order to extract all coloured pigment. The samples were 39

thoroughly dried and placed in the path of Rayleigh 40

scattered light towards photon detector (PD). Elastically 41

scattered irradiation from biofilms was measured, and 42

compared to Rayleigh intensity in absence of biofilm. 43

44

In the set-up shown in Figure (1a), initial irridation 45

(Ir) from fluorimeter lamp undergoes Rayleigh scattering 46

by milliQ water in the cuvette. Input (I ) to biofilm was 47

taken as the Rayleigh intensity measured in the direction 48

of photodetector (PD, placed at 90 deg w.r.t. Ir) with 49

empty slit (S, figure 1(b)) being placed in the light 50

path. The fraction of the Rayleigh scattered (R) light 51

that passes through the empty slit forms the incident 52

irradiation on the biofilm. Output (O) was taken as the 53
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Fig. 1: (a) Shows the set-up used for observing transmit-
ted light through biofilm. DM= dichroic mirror, R=Rayleigh
scattered light, I=input irradiation to biofilm, O=output
light from biofilm, Ir=excitation beam from fluorimeter lamp,
P1=excitation polarizer, S=slit, BF=biofilm, P2=emission po-
larizer, PD=photon detector. (b) Slit (diameter=4 mm) placed
in light-path between cuvette and PD, either empty or with
biofilm. (c)Shows input inout intensity when slit was blank,
output obtained from alcohol treated biofilm placed on slit and
intensity obtained when empty glass cover-slip was placed on
slit. Shows times enhancement i.e. output:input ratio as a
function of wavelength and fitted to a double-gaussian curve.
Two peaks were obtained, at 505 nm and at 630 nm.

total light that passed through the slit and was detected54

by the PD, when biofilm was mounted behind S i.e.55

placed in the light path of I.56

57

Figure ( 1(c)) shows that the total transmitted output58

(O) was greater than incident intensity (I, given as59

”blank” in all figures) i.e. O > I, and the change was60

much greater than PD noise. The times enhancement61

(XI) i.e. O:I ratio calculated from this data is shown in62

figure 1(d). Placing empty glass cover-slip behind the slit63

resulted in light absorbance upto 390 nm and intensities64

remained same as blank at higher wavelengths. Enhance-65

ment increased with increasing wavelength, but showed66

peaks at 505 nm and a less distinct peak at around 630 nm.67

68

Light source was a non-coherent, unpolarized beam69

from fluorimeter lamp. Ir was made monochromatic by70

the use of excitation monochromator. This was used71

in conjunction with an emission monochromator, such72

that, at each wavelength during scanning, emission was73

detected at the same wavelength as excitation [15] (see74

Methods). This ensures that only elastically scattered75

photons are detected.76

77

The experimental set-up directly measures flux through78

a 4 mm diameter circular slit (see figure 1(b)) in the for-79

ward direction, as collected by the lens placed 3.5 cm in80

front of the slit. Forward direction is with respect to di-81

rection of propagation of Rayleigh scattered light through82

the slit, towards detector. It should be noted that two83

seperate elastic scattering events are contributing to the 84

results, at two seperate sites: 85

• Rayleigh scattering inside cuvette (since water 86

molecules are much smaller compared to the wave- 87

length of incident light): measured with blank slit. 88

• Mie scattering within porous biofilm (since the di- 89

mension of pore walls are comparable to wavelength 90

of visible light, see additional data, Figure S1 : out- 91

put of such scattering was measured when biofilm was 92

placed in the path of Rayleigh input. 93

Placement of a translucent barrier in the path of 94

such Rayleigh scattered light is expected to decrease the 95

detected intensity. Obtained enhancement may be mini- 96

mally explained on the basis of constructive interference 97

(CI) of photons. The porous ultrastructure of RCSB 98

biofilm (as revealed by SEM imaging, see additional 99

data, Figure S1) may be considered as a 3-dimensional 100

fractal network [4] of Young slits [16]. Incident light 101

may undergo multiple scattering and photons through 102

optical slits interfere constructively, provided they are 103

phase matching. Multiple scattering in disordered media 104

[17] has been theoretically and experimentally studied for 105

photonic localization which gives rise to peak in backscat- 106

tered intensity [11, 14, 18–25], which is well known and 107

experimentally studied. More recently, coherent forward 108

scattering (CFS) [13, 15, 26–29] has been predicted for 109

cases of strong photonic localization. Obtained enhance- 110

ment in forward direction may be explained as occuring 111

due to CFS. 112

113

Observed wavelength dependence is consistent with 114

photonic localization since the extent of localization 115

is dependent on wavelength. Wavelength dependence 116

of times enhancement as obtained in our experiments 117

may be explained on the basis of kl* dependence of 118

localization, where k = 2⇡/� and l*=mean free path. 119

For strong localization the value of kl* should be as near 120

to 1 as possible. Hence, extent of localization should 121

increase as � increases, thereby bringing the value of 122

kl* near unity. For our case, considering average pore 123

diameter to be the mean free path, l*=200 nm and 124

therefore kl*=2.5 at 500 nm. At 600 nm, the value of 125

kl*=2.0944. Enhancement spectra showed peak at 505 126

nm. This corresponds to average lateral dimension of the 127

connected cellular structure ( see additional data, Figure 128

S1) and hence points towards resonant Mie side scattering. 129

130

Dependence on biofilm structure. Times enhance- 131

ment with varying samples of biofilm was investigated 132

by using biofilms collected on 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th 133

days of growth and treated with 100% alcohol (see 134

figure 2(a)). From 4th day onwards times enhancement 135

decreases with days of growth. To account for structural 136

disordering, 7th day film samples were seperately treated 137
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Fig. 2: (a) Times enhancement as a function of wavelength
(XI(�)) are compared for four biofilm samples collected on
4th, 5th, 6th and 7th days (COLOR online) of biofilm growth
and treated with methanol. All showed increase of XI with �
but at any particular value of � XI decreased with more num-
ber of days of growth. (b) XI(�) for replicate 7th day biofilm
samples, treated with either 0.17 M or 0.085 M NaOH solu-
tions (known as disruptive agents for biofilms), are compared
with that methanol treated 7th day biofilm. Note that biofilm
residues were still present after alkali treatment though pig-
mentation was lost. Higher concentration of disruptive agent
resulted in increased enhancement, whereas lower concentra-
tion was almost same as methanol treated sample.

with two concentrations of alkali solutions (0.085 M138

and 0.17 M NaOH) and methanol (see figure 2(b)).139

It was previously observed that strong alkali solutions140

disrupt biofilms significantly whereas nearly all other141

reagents were seen to leave the architecture intact.142

Treatment with the stronger alkali solution resulted143

in increased enhancement compared to the weaker one144

which was approximately the same as with methanol145

treatment. The results indicate that lesser thickness prob-146

ably contributes to the emergence of enhanced output.147

Alternatively, greater thickness leads to absorption or148

complete inhibition of transport by Anderson localization.149

150

Decrease in mean free path has been reported to151

decrease the extent of localization as shown by Etemad152

et al ( [30]) The decrease in enhancement values with153

more days of growth (figure 2(b)) probably reflects this154

in terms of more packed (hence lesser mean free path)155

cellular distribution. This result is further supported by156

the fact that treatment with higher concentration of alkali157

results in increased enhancement (figure 2b) compared158

to lesser concentration. These results e↵ectively demon-159

strate that the enhancement phenomenon is dependent160

on biofilm.161

162

Liquid medium dependence. Enhancement was in-163

vestigated by putting various liquids in the cuvette (see164

Fig. 3: E↵ect of varying the liquid medium for Rayleigh scat-
tering. Acetone and glycerol were taken in cuvette as Rayleigh
scattering medium and this was observed to a↵ect the enhance-
ment factor.

figure 3 (e)), instead of water, like acetone and glycerol. 165

Water showed the highest times enhancement followed 166

by glycerol, with acetone showing lowest enhancement. 167

The order of increase in enhancement factor may be seen 168

to follow the order of increasing dielectric constant, as 169

well as relative polarity. This suggests a role of solvent 170

in tuning spatial or temporal coherence of Rayleigh 171

scattered light that is incident on the biofilm. 172

173

Polarization E↵ects. In order to investigate role of 174

spatial coherence, input light to biofilm was polarized 175

by the use of excitation polarizer (P1, that polarizes 176

Ir), see figure 4(A and B) as well as a sheet polarizer 177

(SH, that polarizes I ), see figure 4 (E). Polarization 178

analysis was done by placing an analyzer polarizer 179

immediately before photodetector. All polarizers can 180

be rotated to obtain rotation of their plane of polarization. 181

182

Excitation polarizer P1 was placed in the path of 183

irradiation from lamp (Ir), keeping plane of polarization 184

either vertical or horizontal. Similarly, analyzer polarizer 185

P2 was placed immediately before the photon detector. 186

Linear polarization of detected radiation (either Rayleigh 187

through blank slit or scattered output from biofilm on slit) 188

was determined by keeping its plane of polarization along 189

vertical or horizontal. The vertical direction is designated 190

at all places as perpendicular, ? ,i.e. perpendicular with 191

respect to plane of Rayleigh scattering in experimental 192

set-up. The horizontal direction is designated at all 193

places as parallel, k , i.e. parallel with respect to plane of 194

Rayleigh scattering. 195

196

Consequently Ir? and Irk denote irradiation from 197

fluorimeter lamp with plane of polarization along vertical 198

and horizontal directions respectively. I? and Ik denote 199

detected intensities from blank slit keeping plane of 200

P2 along vertical and horizontal respectively. O? and 201

Ok denote detected intensities from biofilm-mounted 202
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slit keeping plane of P2 along vertical and horizontal203

respectively. XI? denotes times enhancement obtained204

with Ir?. XIk denotes times enhancement obtained with205

Irk.206

207

Enhancements were calculated seperately for when208

Ir? and Irk were used. In each case, enhancement was209

calculated taking into account total O, i.e. summation of210

parallel and perpendicular components of Mie scattering211

from biofilms (see Methods, available online), and its ratio212

to total I i.e. summation of parallel and perpendicular213

components of Rayleigh scattering. Please note these214

calculations are for cases where both polarizers were used215

simultaneously.216

217

Higher percentage enhancement was obtained (see218

figure 4 (C)) with parallel polarization of incident219

irradiation (Irk) from lamp, compared to perpendicularly220

polarized irradiation (Ir?). We may correlate the percent221

enhancement to polarization of Rayleigh scattered radia-222

tion (see additional data, Figure S3) in each case. Thus,223

vertically polarized Rayleigh scattered input is shown as224

giving rise to lower enhancement, compared to partially225

horizontally polarized Rayleigh input (for polarization226

values along the entire spectrum, see additional data,227

Figure S3).228

229

Di↵erence of enhancement with Ir? and Irk prompted230

the authors to investigate the e↵ect using only excitation231

polarizer P1- either with plane of polarization in the ver-232

tical direction (i.e. perpendicular to the plane of Rayleigh233

scattering) or in the horizontal direction (i.e. parallel to234

the plane of Rayleigh scattering). Note that no emission235

polarizer P2 was used for this measurement. Times236

enhancement was calculated as XI? = O|Ir?/I|Ir?237

and XIk = O|Irk)/(I?) for Irk and Ir? respectively.238

Enhancement (see figure 4(D)) with vertically polar-239

ized incident radiation (Ir?) i.e. was lesser than that240

with horizontally polarized incident radiation (Irk) i.e.241

O? : I? > Ok : Ik. Both are shown compared to when242

no polarizer was used, which was slightly greater than Ir?.243

244

Role of Rayleigh input on enhancement was investi-245

gated by placing a sheet polarizer immediately before246

the biofilm, and rotating its plane of polarization (figure247

4(A, E-G)). This results in polarization based filtering248

of Rayleigh scattered light and chosen polarization249

(for polarization values along the entire spectrum, see250

additional data, Figure S5) was exclusively incident on251

the biofilm. It was found that even in this configuration,252

horizontal polarization produced greater enhancement253

compared to vertical polarization (figure 4(G)). It should254

be mentioned here that biofilms are quasi-2-dimensional255

thick films and in the measurement set-up the plane of256

biofilms is oriented at right-angles to the direction of257

propagation of light from cuvette to detector. Hence258

there is no chance of horizontal direction being preferred259

to vertical direction, in the current set-up, see figure 4(A). 260

261

The only specified plane in the experimental set-up is 262

the plane of Rayleigh scattering. Hence all polarization 263

e↵ects should trace back to Rayleigh scattering and how 264

it a↵ects the quality of input to biofilm. Excitation 265

polarizer was used in conjunction with sheet polarizer, 266

see figure 4 (E). Parallel versus perpendicular align- 267

ment of excitation polarizer did not a↵ect enhancement 268

significantly when sheet polarizer was vertically ori- 269

ented. However, when sheet polarizer had its plane 270

of polarization parallel to plane of Rayleigh scattering 271

the percentage enhancement was greater, see figure 4 (F). 272

273

It becomes clear from the results that enhancement is 274

polarization encoded and hence controlled by Rayleigh 275

scattering. For application purposes, we may tune 276

enhancement signal by modulating the polarization of the 277

input. Alternatively, for thick film characterization, po- 278

larization indices may become a distinguishing parameter. 279

Additionally, the (Mie) output polarization was found to 280

depend on input conditions (see additional data, Figures 281

S4 and S5) and may be utilized for such multi-parametric 282

determination. 283

284

Implications. – 285

Non-coherence vs coherence induction. All previous 286

experiments on localization have used phase coherent 287

light source. In our case, Rayleigh scattered light was 288

used. Rayleigh scattering a↵ects both the phase and 289

polarization of incident radiation. Additionally the light 290

source used was fluorimeter lamp with no spatial or 291

temporal coherence. These factors may be responsible for 292

CFS e↵ects being observable in macroscopic time. E↵ect 293

of changing the liquid medium and input polarization 294

supports a strong role of Rayleigh scattering in bringing 295

about the light amplification. It is to be noted that the 296

amplification factor increases in an opposite manner to 297

Rayleigh intensity over the wavelength spectrum studied. 298

299

Ecological importance. It should be pointed out 300

that all previous localization experiments used coherent 301

laser source whereas ours was a non-coherent source. A 302

detectable enhancement, with non-coherent source, points 303

to biofilm architecture as a coherence inducing media. 304

Thus we may consider interior photosynthetic layers as 305

well as more bottom dwelling species as receiving phase 306

coherent light . This points to biofilms having evolved a 307

micro-structure that achieves coherence and other optical 308

tuning. This is of great importance considering the 309

previous literature on entanglement phenomenon [31] in 310

photosynthesis. 311

312

Most of the measurements of photo-synthetically 313

important microbial mats have been measured using 314

scalar irradiance and spectral attenuation [32]. The point 315
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Fig. 4: E↵ect of polarizing input light on enhancement factor (A) Plane of Rayleigh scattering is shown and perpendicular (?)
and parallel (k) alignments defined with respect to this plane. (B) Polarization states (a) before Rayleigh (b) after Rayleigh and
(c) after multiple scattering illustrated using arrow diagrams. (C) E↵ect of Ir polarization (by use of P1, excitation polarizer)
on enhancement, calculated by summing both parallel and perpendicular contribution, as detected by the use of P2 (emission
polarizer). (D) Times enhancement, using only excitation polarizer, are shown when its plane of polarization is parallel and
perpendicular to the plane of Rayleigh scattering, and compared to when there was no excitation polarizer and when there
was only emission polarizer. Other than the last case, no emission polarizer was present. (E) Polarization states (a) before
Rayleigh and (b) after passing through sheet polarizer illustrated using arrow diagrams. (F) E↵ect of using combination of
excitation polarizer and sheet polarizer, to completely polarize incident radiation on biofilm. Note that sheet polarizer is placed
before the biofilm, on the side of the cuvette. (G) E↵ect of using only sheet polarizer, in di↵erent alignments,on enhancement.
Enhancement factors are also for similar experiments, when acetone is the scattering liquid.
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that has been often overlooked in such measurements is316

the Mie-resonant nature of the scattering that provides317

optimal peak of such irradiance at resonant wavelength.318

The obtained peaks were correlated with absorption max-319

ima of pigments. We circumvent the absorption problem320

by treating photosynthetic biofilms with methanol and321

extracting pigments. Our results clearly show that in322

the absence of pigments, enhancement peaks are shown,323

resonant peaks being a typical signature of Mie scattering.324

The way in which such biofilm will scatter [33] the incident325

radiation to its local microbial community is evidently of326

ecological significance. Literature demonstrates the role327

of symbiotic hosts of photosynthetic biofilms.328

329

Any light enhancing property observed for structured330

ensemble of photosynthetic organisms points towards331

ecological importance of such properties in the niche332

it occupies (see additional data, Figure S6). Purple333

non-sulphur bacteria are benthic organisms living under-334

neath a layer of plankton and aerobic benthos. As such335

sunlight reaching deep benthic layers is Rayleigh scattered336

output from the upper layers, having an approximate337

resemblance to our experimental set-up. RCSB forms338

thick mats and hence the enhanced output is probably339

available to interior cells. Rayleigh scattering decreases340

with increase in wavelength and enhanced output at341

higher wavelengths probably helps to inverse this deficit.342

One importance of the wavelength dependence may be to343

cut out on high energy irradiation in the UV/blue range.344

345

Enhanced scattering (compared to incidence) has346

been previously reported for multiple scattering by347

spicules within tunic layers of ascidians [9, 32–34] that348

host Prochloron (cyanobacteria) as obligate symbionts.349

However the authors have not shed any light on this350

enhancement phenomenon. Their data shows � depen-351

dence similar to our case. Incidentally, this enhanced352

light is available for photosynthesis by the obligate353

symbionts. There remains the possibility of some of354

the troughs corresponding to Mie peaks as opposed to355

absorbance. They have conducted their studies using live,356

pigment-containing biofilms which would have masked357

any enhancement taking place within cyanobacterial358

biofilms.359

360

Possible application areas. Random lasers [21,35] con-361

sist of gain media that function on the basis of constructive362

interference that results from multiple scattering. Op-363

timizing random gain media is a challenge. Structures364

like biofilms may be utilized for constructing soft material365

based random lasers by using a trapped film of Rayleigh366

scattering liquid. Biofilm residues can be utilized for lesser367

energy consuming, smart lighting solutions, as coating368

layer for LEDS. Light capture e�ciency is a primary tar-369

get for improving solar cells- de-pigmented biofilm mate-370

rials may be used as coating to improve energy yield, as in371

case of of living photosynthetic bacteria. Anderson local- 372

ization has been utilized for photonic signal transmission 373

through optical fibres [21, 36]. The polarization encoding 374

(see supplementry figures S3-S5) that is demonstrated in 375

our amplification studies, suggests biofilms may be used 376

for signal transmission. It is possible to grow biofilms in 377

or on capillary tubes or fibers. Finally, biofilms are a ma- 378

jor bio-medical and industrial concern and this technique 379

may be used as a characterization tool for biofilms [5, 37] 380

as well as other kinds of thick films. 381

Summary. – In this work, intensity of forward scat- 382

tered light from biofilms has been shown to be greater than 383

incident light intensity, at the same wavelength. Enhance- 384

ment spectrum showed possible resonance peaks. The phe- 385

nomenon has been explained on the basis of constructive 386

interference as a result of coherent forward scattering. The 387

extent of intensity amplification has been shown to be sen- 388

sitive to variations in the biofilm. Our findings present 389

photosynthetic biofilms as a coherent barrier to incom- 390

ing, randomly scattered, light. The extent of amplifica- 391

tion shows clear polarization encoding. In conclusion, the 392

authors would like to note that this is very much a work 393

in progress towards determining how Rayleigh scattering 394

contributes towards enhanced output, as well as the role 395

of polarization in controlling the extent of enhancement. 396
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